


   

     HITEC POWER PROTECTION INTRODUCES  THE MARKET’S MOST EFFICIENT UPS POWER SOLUTION   New Power PRO Offers the Highest Reliability, Energy Consumption Improvement via a Reduced Footprint and Unrivalled Connectivity  ROSENBERG, TX –  October 20, 2015 – HITEC Power Protection, the inventor of Dynamic UPS, today announced the availability of its Power PRO series. The new UPS power solution now becomes the most efficient option available for mission-critical facilities, offering a 20 percent energy consumption improvement equating to the greatest reliability and uptime available.    “This is a major breakthrough for continuous power solutions and the natural technology choice for critical loads exceeding 1.5 MVA,” said Ranjan Misra, President of HITEC Power Protection, North America. “We have incorporated 60 years of UPS experience into designing the Power PRO series, our best ever continuous power solution.”  The HITEC Power PRO series delivers the lowest possible TCO and ensures the highest quality of uninterruptible continuous power for mission-critical applications; it is the new standard for Continuous Power. Additionally, the new UPS solution offers: 
 A 17 percent reduction in footprint. 
 The most compact power solution in today’s market. 
 Innovative battery-free design that increases reliability, saves space, and minimizes environmental impact.   
 Intuitive communication for unrivalled connectivity, system monitoring and reporting to meet the demand for customer support.   About HITEC Power Protection  HITEC Power Protection is the world leader in Dynamic continuous power solutions with over 1600 UPS systems installed globally. Headquartered in The Netherlands, HITEC delivers world-class turnkey rotary UPS systems that are designed to fit local market requirements and are installed throughout the world. HITEC guarantees worldwide customer service support through an integrated network of highly qualified service engineers backed-up by its Regional Support Centres and 24x7x365 Global Helpdesk.  For more information, please visit http://www.thenew-hitec.com/.     For more information, contact: Jackie Abramian BridgeView Marketing (for HITEC Power Protection) 603-570-7533 Jackie@bridgeviewmarketing.com   


